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Basically, this is how everyone in the eko dorian guitar forum has an advantage over other guitar player. Search results for bassGuitars on vintageandrare.com. BassWalk is your guide to the world of tone woods,. That's because the low E has two strings of different
gauge. Brass Musical Instrument Repair, Service & Restoration Contact us now to find out how we can help you today. Eko Guitar Search Eko ranger guitar 70722001 Eko Ranger Guitar Serial Number Search. The guitar was made in late 1980, early 1981 and has a
serial number starting with "R" on the body. More Info. It seems to have another finish to it, possibly a white chalk or something, but not sure if it's actually varnished. It's slightly rotated compared to what a stock Eko guitar of the same make would have, and there's a
white scribble tag in the f-hole that says "EKO" - but the serial number is blank. The top fretboard has been painted over with what is approximately a clear coat, and there are some small frets missing but those aren't of a critical nature so I think it's probably not an
accident. It's hard to tell what kind of guitar this is, but the only other guitar I've ever seen with this particular finish is Eko guitars and they usually don't have the marking inside the f-hole. Just to clarify, this isn't a standard Eko guitar with a serial number. This is
something different. Thanks for any help. Search Eko Ranger Guitar Serial Number Search Luthier, name, wood, body material, body shape, strings, neck shape, horn shape, number of frets, type of headstock and its style. Single cutaway. Ernie Ball strings. Serial #
R962917. A detailed serial number search of the Eko Ranger and all EKO Guitar Models. EKO Guitars was started in by Italian guitarist Angelo Olivieri as a small family business. Olivieri guitars were distributed by Kelley Music Distribution in the USA. Olivieri made
the search for great affordable guitars their number one goal, and introduced some of the first short scale guitars available outside of Japan. I love Eko guitars.. by serial number and if you are looking for a deal, Craigslist is your best resource.
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